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Strassen’s version of the iaw of the iterated Iogarithm is extended to the two- 
parameter Gaussian process (X(s, t); C(S, t) E [O, a)%) with the covariance 
function 
I. INTRODUCTION 
V. Strassen [‘7] gave a generalization of the classical law of the iterated 
logaritbm for the Brownian motion process and later Chover [I] proved Strassen’s 
rest&s by a different method. Recently Oodaira ([3-5]) extended the rest&s 
to a wide class of stationary processes and gaussian processes. The purpose of 
this paper is to extend Strassen-type law of iterated logarithm to the two- 
parameter gaussian process {X(s, t); (s, t) E [O, co)z] defined on a probability 
space (Q, 3r, P) with the zero mean function and the covariance function, 
vamshing along the axes (see [6]). As in Oodaira [4], our approach is to use 
Femique’s Iemma and to follow closely Chover [II’s method, taking care of the 
differences arised from the lack of hnear ordering on [O, 11s. 
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2. MAIN THEOFIRMS 
For any integer p and continuous function A on [O, llz, denote z$ by the 
function obtained by quadraticahy interpolating between the values of Iz at the 
points (k/p, Z/p), k, l = 1, 2 ,... F p and let 
for any (sI , tr) and (s% , fa) in [O, 11% with Q < ~a and tI < fs . 
For each m G Q, define a sequence of functions {fmJs, t, w); m, n > 3) in 
‘W-4 W by 
fm,=(s, t, ~0) = [mnb(m~)]-1~2 X(ms, it, a~), (s, t) E [O, 112 
where 
6(mn) = 4 log log mn. 63 
Let K denote the collection of all absolutely continuous functions h defined 
on [O, 11s which vanishes along the axes and satisfying 
I 1 $3 
HF o o - h(s, t)12 ds dt < I. adt (3) 
THEOREM 1. For almost every w E $2, the set of limit points of {f=J,s, t, w); 
m, n 25 31 is equiccmtim4ou.v. 
THEOREM 2. For almost every w E Q, the set of limit points {f,,,%(s, t, w); 
m, n > 3) coiwides with the set K. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We shall show that for any •S > 0, there is a 8 = a(~) > 0 such that for a-e. 
cu and for some integer mQ = me(w) > 3 and rrs = B~(CAJ) > 3, we have 
lfm,&, t, w) -fm&‘, t’, w)l < c (4) 
whenever 
maxi\ s - s’ 1, / t - t‘ 11 < 8, m>mO and 92 an*. 
Let Z = Z(C) be an integer, which will be specified later and put a(~) = P. 
From the definition of fmss , (4) may be written as 
1 X(ms, nt) - X(m.s’, nt’)l < [m~~(m~)]*/2 * c, (5) 
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where we require 
Is-- s’ 1 < 8 = 2-l and 1 t - t’ 1 < 8 = 2-l. 
Let 
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~*.tG%0.11~ 
1 X(ms, nt) - X(ms’, nt’)[ > E - [mnZ~(rnn)]~~~} (6) 
ls-~‘i<2-z,l~-~‘i<2-~ 
then it suffices to show that P{lim SU~~,~+~ A,,,n} = 0. 
Denote rn* = 2’J, n? = 2r, sv = (V - 1) 2q+l-r, t,, = (y - I) 2~+r-~, 
m9 r, v9 Y) = b” 3 %+21 x Lh > 4+21 
for v and y = I, 2 ,..., 2z - 1, and 
Now it is enough to prove that for each fixed v and y 
P{liy ;up I$$) = 0. 
To find an upper bound for P(D$?) we need the following lemma due to 
Fernique [2]. 
LEMMA [Fernique]. Let {Y(s); s E [0, lid} be u continuous separubZe, reuZ 
valued Gausszb process with mean zero and continuous covariance fun&ion r(s, t). 
Suppose that E[Y(s) - Y(t)12 < ~~(1 s - t 1) for s, t E [0, lid, where @ is 
positive and increasikg. Then for all positive p and all x > (1 + 4d logp)ri2, 
Let 
Y(s, t) = X(s 2q+2-z + S” , t 2*+2-z + tJ - X(S” , tv) 
then for (sl , tl) and (s2 , t2) in [0, 11s 
W% , tll - W2 , t2112 < @2b=41 sl - s2 I, I tl - t2 IH 
where B(X) = 2(q+r+*-r) P = x and 
/I r ljm < 2fJ+r+*-z 
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Therefore we have 
Note that Ye,? + oo as q, Y -+ KL If we choose Z sufficiently large so that 
((48CJ 2z1z)z = E’ > 1 then 
for some constants C’ and C’, and 
Hence by Borel-Cantelli lemma P{lii su~~,~+- DE?+) = 0. This completes 
the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. For a.e. w and all e > 0, there are integers m. = mo(w, c) 
and ?zg) = n&J, E) such that 
II %f?n.+a -fm.n Ilo2 c cz Vm 2 m. , Vn 2 h 
VP2%V%* 
COROLLhRY 2. For a.e. M and all c > 0, there are ktegers m. = ma(w) 
and n() = n*(w, c) such that 
with 
Corollary 1 is obvious from Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 can be proved in a 
similar way as Coroliary 2 of Chover [l]. 
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4. PItoo~ OF THEOREM 2 
For any 1 G C([O, 11s) and any E > 0, let Js denote the e-uniform neighborhood 
of j. To prove that K eon&ins all limit points of {f,,Js, t, w)) it &ices to show 
that for arbitrary G > 0 the sequence {j,&s, r, w)} ultimately lies in Kg . 
Consider a subsequence of indices 
((mq , nr); mq = [c*J, nr = [dr], c > 1, d > I). 
Then, for any m and n, there are rnq and ?+I and n, and ~r+~ such that 
mq < ttl -=c @Jq+1, SF < ?l -c %-+I , and choosing c = c(e) and d(e) sufficiency 
close to 1, we can make 1 1 - m/m* 1 and 1 1 - (&)I arbitrary small. Thus, by 
Corollary 2, it is sufficient to show that for arbitrary E > 0 the subsequence 
{fma,& t, ~)j ultimately lie in K% . Then it suffices to show, according to 
Corollary 1, that for arbitrary e > 0 and sufficiently large p = ~(6) subsequence 
{II f (s, t, w)} ultimately lies in KG . 9. mP, 
FIX c > 1, d > 1 and integer p, then 
is normally distributed with mean zero and variance 1 for sufficiency large q 
and r, hence 
has the +distribution with pe degree of freedom. 3ut for fixed a, the quantity 
in { 1 in (13) is precisely 
Finally it is enough to show that for a.e. Ed and for arbitrary 6 > 0 there is some 
ge = qe(e, m) and re = ro(e, W) such that the quantity (14) is < (1 + e)e for a11 
q & go and r 2 yo, for then 17pfmq,n, will lie in KS since 
(by Schwartz’s inequity) implies (1 + e)-l lTpfmc,av E K. Let 
then it can be shown easily that lJ{Aq,?} < c(q + ~)--ao+~‘J* for some positive 
constant c and 0 < E’ < e and hence, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, 
P{lim supqsr Aq,p} = 0. 
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To show the other inclusion, fix g(s, t) E K and 6 > 0. According to 
Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, there is an integer p = p(e) such that for a.e. ti 
llf97w - 4frn,% IL -e 4 f or sufficiently large m and FZ and also I] g - RPg ]I- < 
42. Thus it is sufficient to show that for a.e. w ]] lTpfme,,,, - lIDg i/w < e on 
some subsequence, say ma = pq and nr = pr. 
Let 
then it suffices to show that for fixed v and y 
t&-m [ p2&vWz ~~pfma,,,,Wp, Y/P; (v + 1)/p, (y + V/p) k norm@ dis- 
tributed with mean zero and variance 1 for each q and r, 
Since A;? are independent, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma we obtain 
P{lii supq,rma A:!‘)] = 1 and complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
The above result can be easily extended to the higher dimension (d > 2) 
and in this case the sequence of functions have to be 
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Theorem 2 gives Zimmerman [81’s law of the iterated logarithm: 
P{l$n:sp (4& log log st)--l12 X(s, t,) = 1) = 1, 
since when 
s==l=t, j,&l, 1) = (4mn log log mn)-li2 X(WZ, n) and sup Iz(l, 1) = 1. 
heK 
Pyke [9] gives Strassen-type law of the iterated logarithm for the process 
-wl , t2 ,**a, Q in the extent that the limit points of 
f&l 9 t2 9*-e, 42) = 
X(nt1 , ?tt2 ,..., r&J 
(2nd log log ?2)1/2 
coincide with G (equal to our K when d = 2). The difference of constant factor 
d2 (Pyke) and (U)1/2 in the expression off,, and f,,,nz,,..,nd is expected because 
the first f,, assumes the values of X(tl , t2 ,..., td) as (tl , t2 ,..., td) increases along 
a fixed sequence, but the second fnl,n29...,nd has no such restriction. 
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